
College of Applied Business (CAB) 
Sent-up Examination, February 2015 

BBA / First Semester / IT 201: Computer System & IT Applications 
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable. 

Section A Time 20 minutes 

Brief answer questions: [10×1 = 10] 

1) Define computer system?  

2) How touch position is identified in Resistive touch panel?  

3) What happens when cash miss ratio will be greater than cash hit?   

4) Define information system.  

5) What are the features of the operating system?  

6) What is caption?  

7) Differentiate between slide transition and animation  

8) What is Language translator? Why do you think language translator is required?  

9) What is topology? Give the name of any two popular LAN topologies.  

10) Why device driver is required in computer System.  

 
Section B Time 30 minutes 

Short answer questions: [3×3 = 9] 

11. What is presentation software? Write steps to remove the animation effect of different 

element of a slide in Microsoft PowerPoint 

12. What is Bus? Explain the types of Bus used in computer system? 

13. What is computer network? Describe types of computer Network on the basis of size  

 

Section C Time 70 minutes 

Short answer questions: [3×3 = 9] 

14. Write the steps to create the following page number in the document 

a) first page with page number (Page Number 1) 

b) Second page with page number (Page Number a) 

15. What is Information technology? Describe all the Hardware and Software used in 

Information system  

16. What is absolute Reference? Write all the steps to filter the data  

Long answer questions: [3×4 = 12] 

17. What is application software? Describe in detail about spreadsheet and its features.     

18. What is MKIS? How MKIS helps in decision making process of organization explain. 

19. What is FIS? Explain features of FIS. 


